On a few occasions Anderson and Belnap in [2] are eager to stress the importance of the law of identity for E. In this note we shall give some results bearing upon the role of the law of identity in the implicational and implication-negation fragment of E. Our notation and basic conceptual apparatus will be the same as in [2] . Moreover we define the following.
Lemma 1 If every ef B of \^A is \jrB, then

every eef of A is of the form p -> p y 1.2. A contains only one propositional variable.
Proof: 1.1. Every mef will be of the form p-> p in virtue of variablesharing. Eefs of the form p -> C and C -+ p, where C is an ef, are ruled out, the first because of the Ackermann property, the second because by modus ponens p would be a theorem. So every eef is a mef, and Lemma 1.1. follows.
1.2. Let A contain two or more propositional variables. In virtue of variable-sharing every ef of A containing two or more propositional variables will have on at least one side of its arrow a subformula containing at least two propositional variables (so this subformula will be an ef). (E.g., imagine an ef B containing two propositional variables, p and q; then it will contain p either on both sides of the arrow, in which case q is on at least one side, or on only one side, in which case q must be on both.)*
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Analysing A, and then repeating this analysis for every ef containing two or more propositional variables upon which we come, in a finite number of steps of such an analysis we must reach the mefs. But as on every step we shall get at least one ef containing at least two propositional variables, we shall get also at least one mef containing two propositional variables; and this is impossible in virtue of variable-sharing (if A is a mef this result is reached in zero steps). So we conclude that A cannot contain two or more propositional variables, and Lemma 1.2. follows.
It is obvious that 1.1. and 1.2. are a sufficient condition for every ef B of A to be \jr B. It can also be easily shown that under the assumption of Lemma 1. A co-entails p -> p. We get nothing but identity if, so to say, we make E_> speak about itself only. If we have any diversity in theorems of E_>, some of the nested entailments in them cannot be true entailments of E_>.
An appropriate form of Lemma 1.2. could be proved also for RM_», i.e., Lemma 1.2. is provable for the implicational fragment of a logical system whenever variable-sharing holds. (Lemma 1.1. is not provable for RM_>.) Lemma 1.2. is a distinguishing mark of implicational fragments of relevant logical systems. We can prove also: Appropriate forms of Lemma 3 can be given for R~ and RM~, with analogous proofs. In RM~ we could moreover have that if A is any subformula of B, then fg^J3 only if \%M^A -> B. Appropriate forms of Lemmas 4 and 5 hold for T^, R~, and RM~."*None of Lemmas 1-5 holds for the whole system E.
